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Many traditional medicinal herbs have been used for the treatment of diabetes mellitus (DM) especially in developing countries(1).
Cinnamon has been used for the treatment of DM as it is considered to have hypoglycaemic effects(2). Cinnamon contains many active
compounds such as the procyanidins, which may improve glucose levels and insulin sensitivity(3,4). There is evidence that cinnamon
polyphenols may decrease the activity of a-glucosidase culminating in a slowing of the absorption of glucose in the small intestine(1). The
aim of this study was to determine if the ingestion of Cinnamon cassia (C. cassia) supplements, just before the consumption of a
carbohydrate-rich food, could reduce starch hydrolysis and therefore affect the glycaemic response in vivo.
A cinnamon supplement (GOODN NATURAL1 Cinnamomum cassia, Holland and Barrett Ltd.) was used. New capsules

(Vcaps1capsules) were filled with the cinnamon supplement so that the placebo and cinnamon capsules appeared identical. The cinnamon
dose used was 1 g. The study design received a favourable ethical opinion (University of Surrey Ethics Committee) and ten healthy
participants completed the study. Each participant consumed each test food on two separate occasions after an overnight fast. The
cinnamon supplement or placebo capsules were ingested with 100ml of water 15min. prior to the test food (cornflakes) (time minus
15min). Then, a portion of cornflakes containing 25 g of available carbohydrate was served to the participants with 150ml of water (time
0min). On the three other occasions, the participants consumed the control food (glucose drink), which was 25 g of glucose in 250ml of
water. Capillary blood samples were collected after an overnight fast ( - 15min), after which time participants were asked to ingest
either the cinnamon or placebo capsules. Another blood sample was collected 15min afterwards (time 0min). Further samples were taken
at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 minutes.
No significant differences (Fig. 1; p>0.05) were seen in glycaemic response at the different time periods, or in the incremental area

under the curve between C.cassia supplement and placebo. Furthermore, cinnamon had no significant effect (Fig.2; p>0.05) on fasting
plasma glucose levels compared to placebo.

Fig. 1. Glucose response. Fig. 2. Fasting plasma glucose level.

Several factors may explain our results: 1 g of C. cassia supplement may have been insufficient to affect the glycaemic response and the
time that the cinnamon supplement was present before test food might have not been long enough to alter glucosidase activity and insulin
sensitivity. Further research is currently underway to investigate the health benefits of cinnamon at higher doses.
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